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Anticipating a growing demand in Europe
for hard seltzers.
Our client, a major beverage company, is considering to
increase its investment in European markets to promote its
new line of hard seltzers. But it lacks of reliable data about
demand & local competition.
Hard seltzers - or spiked seltzers - are already a huge market
in the USA, that generated $ 2bn+ in revenue in 2020.
While major players in the beverage industry waited for a
while before investing in the European market, many local
digital native brands launched hard seltzer products in
France, Germany & Spain.
With our search listening tool, we helped our client to assess
the online demand in hard seltzers in 3 European countries,
especially by evaluating the brand awareness of all local
players.

Mapping all hard seltzer brands searched by
European consumers over the last 12 months.
We started by detecting more
than 100+ brands positioned on
the hard seltzers market.
We scanned major online
marketplaces & specialized
websites to extract brands &
product names to make sure to
avoid missing out any local player
in France, Spain & Germany.
We kept all brand names &
expressions that generated
search volume on Google.

Conﬁrming the existence of a market for hard
seltzers in Western Europe.
We collected search volumes for
every search query, in every region,
over the last 12 months.

Total search volume by
1st-level regions.
(July ‘20 - June ‘21)

Our platform provides a map of
top-regions in search volume but
also an affinity heatmap highlighting territories with a higher
level of demand for 100k
population.
While Ile-de-France is the region
with the highest online demand,
Germany tops national market
standings in search volume.

Revealing leading brands searched by
consumers in France, Spain & Germany.
Historical market leader,
White Claw has been
passed by Topo Chico
since March 2021 - after
the brand was launched in
France.
Search data are great to
evaluate the impact of
product launch on
consumers - while
monitoring the
post-campaign effect.
Despite huge media
investments, Glowy &
Snowmelt still struggle to
compete.

Aggregated search volume in France,
for the top-10 brands.

Revealing local footprint of international
hard seltzer brands.
By comparing affinity
(search volume for 100k
population), our platform
helps strategists to
overview the brand impact
for different hard seltzers in
all European regions.
Topo Chico, launched by
Coca-Cola, has a better
brand awareness than
White Claw in Northern
France - while White Claw
is deﬁnitely leading the
market in all other regions.
Local affinity for top-6 brands
in all regions of France

Detecting smaller brands managing to grow
under the radar.
Search listening is
powerful to monitor if
smaller brands get
traction in local markets.
Fefe Drink is a great
example of small brand
with less ﬁnancial
support generating more
interest among
consumers, every month,
for 1 year.
Monthly search volume in France.

Western Europe: a strong growth potential
for hard seltzers.
Monthly search volume.

Hard seltzers are coming from the US, where
they generate more than 1.5M search requests
every month (for a $2bn worth market!).
The US is naturally a bigger market, given its
larger population.
But when comparing the amount of search
volume for 100k population, America is still
leading the way by far, with 11x more search
queries per 100k population than in Germany
& 13x more than in France.
Meaning that American & European may
converge in 3-4 years, with a revenue in
France that may increase tenfold!
Search volume for 100k population.

Monitoring American brands that may enter the
European market in the upcoming months.
Truly & High Noon,
two high potentials
to keep in sight.
Cacti, launched by
Travis Scott, had a
huge media
coverage that
pushed the brand
into the top-10 in
only two months.
 Monthly search volume in the USA (in 100%).

Learn from fresh & reliable data about consumer
demand on any market with Trajaan.
🔍

🌏

🚀

Discover what
consumers search
about any category.

Detect local markets
with higher growth
potential.

Get actionable data
to decide with
conﬁdence.

Get all search queries
segmented & scored by
monthly volume.

Target new cities, regions
or countries with higher
affinity.

Access all raw quantitative
data & export them
anytime.

Join the club!

Let us know what you think.
🙋 Need a full access to one dashboard? or
simply learn more about our technology?
Let’s have a quick chat over the phone !
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🙌 Mail, LinkedIn or phone call, it is up to
you.
💻 In any case, feel free to visit trajaan.io and
our free demo space at app.trajaan.io!
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